WHAT IS CAROLINA ACM?

We're the University of South Carolina's branch of the Association for Computing Machinery, united by our shared enthusiasm for all things STEM, particularly technology.

WHAT DO WE DO?

Every week, Carolina ACM holds a meeting (with FREE pizza and drinks) where a knowledgeable speaker presents on a topic of interest, with the goal of exploring topics not discussed in class. We also host a university-wide Code-A-Thon programming competition each semester with prizes!

Previous Presentations:
- Quantum Computing
- Web Development
- Artificial Intelligence
- Guide to Startups
- Cloud Infrastructure
- And so much more!

Previous Guest Speakers
- Chris Heivly. Founder of MapQuest
- Gareth Henson, Lead Engineer, Disney Streaming
- Joshua Nelson, System Engineer, Cloudflare
- Joe Queenan, Executive Director, GrowCo
- Drew Varner, Principal Director, NineFX

HOW DO I JOIN?

We have meetings every Thursday from 7:00 pm to 8:00 pm held in Swearingen 2A17, starting Aug. 31. You can join our Discord for announcements, check out our website, and join our club via Garnet Gate. We hope to see you there!